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 STORYCORPS STYLE 

 

     In 2016 StoryCorps came to Stagebridge and I was fortunate to 

experience their simple, yet powerful process.   I shared the time 

with my partner and we interviewed each other about our lives.  The 

interview was recorded.  

     The StoryCorps website defines their mission, as “to preserve and share 

humanity’s stories in order to build connections between people and 

create a more just and compassionate world.” After a story is recorded you 

can agree to have the recordings kept in the Library of Congress in 

Washington D.C.  Their website offers a wide array of questions for 

interviews with family members, teachers, and colleagues and friends. 

 

     My EPIC project was my StoryCorps style interview with a 94 year old 

woman who has been and still is a student in my Fitness class for older 

adults for years.  Every now and then I would hear bits of pieces of what 

she was involved in, , and therefore I suspected she had an interesting life.   

 Was I right!  Over a period of five months, I spent  7 ½ hours interviewing 

her, and 4 hours going over my notes and preparing for the next session.   

     Unfortunately as of February 1, San Francisco closed its StoryCorps 

recording  facility. I was able to interview Ethel on February 20, at Ethel’s 

home, using the App iRecorder, on my phone.  It’s a 46 minute Interview 

that Ethel is very pleased to give to her adult children.  They had been 

talking about recording her history, but never have.  She is hopeful that my 

Interview with her will motivate them to do their own recording of her 

extra-ordinary life. 

     Ethel is now 94 and  through the interview process I have been inspired  

by her intelligence, sense of humor, zest for life and self-awareness.  Ethel 

grew up on the East Coast and lived her adult life in the Bay Area.   In 1947,  

she hitch hiked out west with two good friends, one of whom  became her 

husband. She felt quite at home here and that is where she and her husband 

settled. 

      It’s remarkable how smoothly Ethel  was able to combine a teaching 

profession with a family life.  She and her husband were certainly ahead of 

of  their time in their ability to  both share  work and raising their four 

children. 



      Her stimulating experience as a graduate student in education and her 

teaching  profession give an historical understanding of the:  

  -openess and flexibility of educational training  at the University of 

California, Berkeley in the 1950’s  

  -the outstanding Oakland Public School system of the 1950’s and 60’s 

  -  Interference of the McCarthy Era into people’s work lives. 

 

    Ethel’s travel experiences were extra-ordinary.  

 - In the 1950’s she and her husband lived and worked in Belgium & France, 

teaching English. 

- She trained teachers in both Australia & Samoa 

-  Travelled  in a Van and stayed at Campsites for a full year in Europe 

- South America & Africa 

- Travel in South American & Africa 

 

  I feel enriched by knowing Ethel more in depth.   In terms of the  

Art of Storytelling, I would recommend this project to all interested 

in personal storytelling.   

 

  

    The only disappointment with my EPIC project was that I was unable 

to record the Interview with StoryCorps.  The sound quality is not 

what it would have been with their equipment; and the story is 

not entered in the Library of  Congress.  However, I am hopeful 

that a San Francisco Storytelling  site will begin again in the near 

future.  Kirk Waller has the recorded interview online.   

 
 

 

 

 

 


